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Each year on January 7th, National Bobblehead Day recognizes a day of celebration for all spring-connected head bobbing figurines.  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerPlanners 4 Life 

Description 

NATIONAL BOBBLEHEAD DAY

For over 100 years, bobbleheads have been entertaining and fascinating fans and collectors. They come
in a variety of shapes and sizes, too. Bobbleheads commemorate iconic teams, movies, and cartoon
characters. Individually, they represent some of our most exciting athletes or thrilling television and
movie characters.

 

Early bobbleheads, known as bobbers or nodders, developed from Germany. They took root in the
United States pop culture in the 1950s and 60s. Bobbleheads resurged in the late 1990s when
professional sports teams began using them as promotional items. Today, as both toys and collectibles,
bobbleheads continue to amuse and captivate us. 

 

History of Bobblehead Day
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Bobbleheads first came onto the scene over 100 years ago, being composed of a simple doll with a head
attached by a spring, creating that signature bobble-head action. The first of these recognizable toys was
actually thought to have been created in the mid 1800’s, when plaster cats with bobbing heads were all
the rage. In the 1920’s the bobblehead came to sports, each being made exactly like the other. In the
1930’s the love of these died off, only to be reborn in the 1960’s when they started producing custom
faces representing the most popular players of the time.

 

Since then the bobblehead craze has never really died down, growing in popularity and design over the
ages. While not technically a ‘bobblehead’, hula dancers were an extremely popular rendition of this
style of doll, often having two or more spring based joints throughout their design. When plastic
bobblehead dolls were created in 1990’s, the industry once more saw a boom that has carried through
straight into modern day, with ever more customizable options being presented with each passing year.

 

#NationalBobbleheadDay

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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